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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

1. my pet birds name is max he enjoies nibling birdseed but his faverite  

	 chois	is	cuttle	fish 

  _______________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________    

2. do you ever have a dream in witch you are runnin very fast along the  

 footpath wen all of a suddun you trip on the gutter and drop to the ground  

 with a thud 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. how many times hav u red the book charlie an the choclat factory sarah askd her  

 frend lucy 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4. the waves were so large they didnt just lap the side of the bout they actually  

 sprayed all over the boots dek 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

 

5. james was lookin for a pear of scissors so he heded for th kitchen drawer but all he  

	 could	find	wer	tongs	spoons	and	knifes 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE ONE: BURPEES 1 - 5
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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

6. tania hadnt always loved pop music but these days she just thort it was the best  

 she was always being discovered danceing and singin along to her favorite songs  

 buy her brothers 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

7. you cant eat choclat every day and be sure youll still be helthy for example youre  

 teath can becom very decayd from all the suger thats in choclate 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

8. doesnt she paint beautifully one artist sed too another 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. that wedding dress was so bewtifool i wood lik the saym won when i 

 get maried 

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

  ___________________________________________________________________

10. she wondered how such a litle babie cud make so much nois    

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

  ___________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE ONE: BURPEES 6 - 10
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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

1. marcus	new	he	wood	recieve	a	terific	mark	on	the	dinasore	progect	that	was	 

 dew last wenesday 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. foods such as nuts tofu and chese have calcium in them witch is very good for  

 makking your bones strong 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. the teams appitite was huge after there baton race  

 carbihydraits was the number one meal of choice 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________   

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4. moscow korea and india are all the places I would like to visit wen I grow up 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. my	dog	has	flees	exclamed	the	horified	girl	to	her	friend	as	she	walked	into	her	 

 beedroom and noticed the dog on her pillo 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE TWO : PUSH-UPS 1 - 5
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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

6. we are exacising this year for our swiming carnivle in february and our cross contry  

 in agust 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

7. the policeman was telling his partna the keyboard and computa wer stolen last  

 nite from our headquarters 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

8. jarrod was alowed to have his favourite fast food  

 on his birthday but he cudnt decide on piza  

 hamburgers or chips 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. it feels like we have bin stuck here foreva ms davis wined as they all sat in the car  

 on a very busy motorway that didn’t seem to be moving   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

10. tracey and charlie were having an argument about cats being smarter than dogs  

 traceysaid angrily are you kidding dogs are much more clever than cats 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE TWO : PUSH-UPS 6 - 10
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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

1. at the barbers shop the man had his har cut beerd trimmed and even his neck shaved  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. it had been raining for days and the priseners werent able to exercise in the open yard 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________   

3.                                                           the cows horses and chikens were locked away  

                                                           in there paddock  and chiken coop at nite 

                                                            ________________________________________________  

                                                           ________________________________________________  

                                                           ________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4. nicole	askd	sandy	what	flavour	milkshake	did	she	like	cant	go	past	chocalate	 

 sandy replied 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. jump yelled her frends waiting for her to leap the stream and join them on the  

 other side 

  _______________________________________________  

  _______________________________________________        

  _______________________________________________        

  _______________________________________________  

EXERCISE THREE: LUNGES 1 - 5
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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

6. did you shutt the fridge dor his dad called out from the lounge 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

7. donna	had	to	katch	the	trane	too	busess	and	then	walk	twenty	five	menutes	too	 

 get work each day 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

8. the students larfed when mr fed fourgot to fotocopy the mathematics test they  

 were ment to have in there usual friday testing 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. the girls hat were made out of strawe with a black ribon wrapped around them 

 each day they made shore there hats were on theyre heads befour they walkd  

 out into the son 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

10. there was a very funy clown at the party who had a hat that  

	 squicked	big	floppy	shoes	and wore a red kurlee wigg we 

 larfed becoz he danced in such a funy way 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE THREE: LUNGES 6 - 10
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EXERCISE FOUR: BICEP CURLS 1 - 5

 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

1. packing for a trip to the beech was eazy because she only needed a towel bathers  

 a hat and sunscreen 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. at the planetariam the scientist told the children a full day on the moon from  

 sunrise to sunrise lasts about 29.5 Earth days on average 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. it started to rane and I didnt have a umbreller I used a newspapar over my head  

 insted and ended up soaking wet 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4. the	man	moved	back	to	australeeya	after	living	in	london	for	fiffteen	years	he	 

 brought a home in samford brisbane 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. roll up roll up everyones a winner the man was yelling out from the side show  

 gam tent at the fare 

            __________________________________________________________________________  

              _________________________________________________________________________  

                                                                                                   __________________________  

                                                                                                   __________________________

                                                                                                           __________________________   
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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

6. the petting zoo had so many farm animals to feed little chicks baby goats piglets  

 and a black calf that was born the night before 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

7. wed worked out that if we could save $100 a weak four a yeer well have enuff  

 money two travel to hamilton islend for christmas holidays in decembar 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

 

8. the bawl was kicked and was traveling threw the air until it hit the spectater on the  

 head ouch the ball has hit my head he called owt 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. james could neva remember if the postecoad for his howse was 3058 or 3057  

 which one is it he asked his mum 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

10. he quickly lept up and ran after his sister who had stolen his baceball cap rite off  

 his head give it back he yeld as he chaced her up the stairs 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE FOUR: BICEP CURLS 6 - 10
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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

1. they were all positive that shed win sure kiri wasnt the fastest runner  

 in the skool but she coud run for the longest witch was the most 

 importint thing in long distance runing 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. are we theyre yet ali asked his pairents yet again no where at least a hour away  

 from brisban her father replied 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. help help yelled caseys mum as she tryed to carry in for huge shopping bags that  

 were beginning to split 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4. whatch	out	petrina	the	sports	teecher	called	out	as	the	futball	flew	towords	her	hed 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. the teenaga was fasinated by the wickid wizard in the story black nite adventures 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE FIVE: SQUATS 1 - 5
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 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

6. the	movies	direckder	was	very	well	known	for	his	exciting	suspence	films	his	plots	 

 always had complecated twists and turns that consummed the awdiences atention 

 until the very last minute 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

7. the sailling trip was scarey the waves were so large they didnt just lap the side of  

 the boatthey actually sprayed all over the boats deck 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

8 . the granmoher gave her granchild a diamond ring on her wedding day 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. the students arts council performence was amazing it was a circis act involveing  

 jugling trapeze magik and the tite rope 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

10. is that you’re rula harry asked neil no its not min it mite bee sams rula replied harry 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

EXERCISE FIVE: SQUATS 6 - 10
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EXERCISE SIX: STAR JUMPS 1 - 5

 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

1. kelsey and emelyn were told no telavition until youve cleaned up your romms 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. apples 99 cents a kilo of bananas 199 they could here the fruit seller calling out his  

 prices from the other side of the market 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

 

3. the histry techar expliand to the class the pyramids in egypt were bilt as a plase to  

 burie the egyptian kings 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4. hey dad culd u turn the christmas tree lights on plese oscar sad  

 so exsidedly 

  ____________________________________________________________  

  ____________________________________________________________  

  ____________________________________________________________

5. our galaxy is cawled the milky way ms simmons lectured  

 the sciense stewdents 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________
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EXERCISE SIX: STAR JUMPS 6 - 10

 Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation and spelling:

6. In	his	mourning	talk	jeremy	said	atlantic	puffins	are	the	clowns	of	the	sea	he	new	this	 

 because his granddfather told him last weak 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

7. come here come here he caled out to his dog as she run of with the tennis ball   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

8. summer was martins favorite seeson becuse he loved to swim surf and play criket   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. joke why do bannanas hav to put on sunscreen befor they go to the beech 

 answer becous they mite peal 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

10. the	childrin	on	the	excurshion	were	told	that	dolfins	can	hold	there	breathe	under	 

 warter for sevven minites before comeing up for air 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________
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EXERCISE ONE: BURPEES
1. My pet bird’s name is Max. He enjoys nibbling bird seed, but his 

favourite choice is cuttlefish.
2. Do you ever have a dream in which you are running very fast 

along the footpath, when all of a sudden you trip on the gutter 
and drop to the ground with a thud?

3. “How many times have you read the book Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory?” Sarah asked her friend Lucy.

4. The waves were so large they didn’t just lap the side of the boat, 
they actually sprayed all over the boat’s deck.

5. James was looking for a pair of scissors, so he headed for the 
kitchen drawer, but all he could find were tongs, spoons and 
knives.

6. Tania hadn’t always loved pop music, but these days she just 
thought it was the best. She was always being discovered 
dancing and singing along to her favourite songs by her 
brothers.

7. You can’t eat chocolate every day and be sure you’ll still be 
healthy. For example, your teeth can become very decayed from 
all the sugar that’s in chocolate.

8. “Doesn’t she paint beautifully?” one artist said to another.
9. That wedding dress was so beautiful I would like the same one 

when I get married.
10. She wondered how such a little baby could make so much noise.

EXERCISE TWO: PUSH-UPS
1. Marcus knew he would receive a terrific mark on the dinosaur 

project that was due last Wednesday.
2. Foods such as nuts, tofu and cheese have calcium in them which 

is very good for making your bones strong.
3. The teams’ appetite was huge after their baton race. 

Carbohydrates was the number one meal of choice.
4. Moscow, Korea and India are all places I would like to visit when 

I grow up.
5. “My dog has fleas!” exclaimed the horrified girl to her friend, as 

she walked into her bedroom and noticed the dog on her pillow.
6. We are exercising this year for our swimming carnival in February 

and our cross country in August.
7. The policeman was telling his partner, “The keyboard and 

computer were stolen last night from our headquarters.”
8. Jarrod was allowed to have his favourite fast food on his birthday, 

but he couldn’t decide on pizza, hamburgers or chips.
9. “It feels like we have been stuck here forever!”  Miss Davis 

whined, as they all sat in the car on a very busy motorway that 
didn’t seem to be moving.

10. Tracey and Charlie were having an argument about cats being 
smarter than dogs. Tracey said angrily, “Are you kidding? Dogs 
are much more clever than cats!”

EXERCISE THREE: LUNGES
1. At the barber’s shop the man had his hair cut, beard trimmed and 

even his neck shaved.
2. It had been raining for days and the prisoners weren’t able to 

exercise in the open yard.
3. The cows, horses and chickens were locked away in their 

paddock and chicken coop at night.
4. Nicole asked Sandy what flavour milkshake did she like. “Can’t 

go past chocolate,” Sandy replied.
5. “Jump!” yelled her friends waiting for her to leap the stream and 

join them on the other side.
6. “Did you shut the fridge door?” his dad called out from the 

lounge.
7. Donna had to catch the train, two buses and then walk twenty-

five minutes to get to work each day.
8. The students laughed when Mr Fed forgot to photocopy the 

mathematics test they were meant to have in their usual Friday 
testing.

9. The girls’ hats were made out of straw with a black ribbon 
wrapped around them. Each day they made sure their hats were 
on their heads before they walked out into the sun. 

10. There was a very funny clown at the party who had a hat that 
squeaked, big floppy shoes and wore a red curly wig. We 
laughed because he danced in such a funny way.

EXERCISE FOUR: BICEP CURLS
1. Packing for a trip to the beach was easy, because she only 

needed a towel, bathers, a hat and sunscreen.
2. At the planetarium, the scientist told the children, “A full day on 

the moon, from sunrise to sunrise lasts about 29.5 Earth days on 
average.”

3. It started to rain and I didn’t have an umbrella. I used a 
newspaper over my head instead and ended up soaking wet.

4. The man moved back to Australia after living in London for fifteen 
years. He bought a home in Samford, Brisbane.

5. “Roll up! Roll up! Everyone’s a winner!” the man was yelling out 
from the sideshow game tent at the fair.

6. The petting zoo had so many farm animals to feed: little chicks, 
baby goats, piglets and a black calf that was born the night 
before.

7. We had worked out that if we could save $100 a week for a 
year, we’ll have enough money to travel to Hamilton Island for 
Christmas holidays in December.

8. The ball was kicked and was travelling through the air until it hit 
the spectator on the head. “Ouch! The ball has hit my head!” he 
called out.

9. James could never remember if the postcode for his house was 
3058 or 3057. “Which one is it?” he asked his mum.

10. He quickly leapt up and ran after his sister who had stolen his 
baseball cap right off his head. “Give it back!” he yelled, as he 
chased her up the stairs.

EXERCISE FIVE: SQUATS
1. They were all positive that she’d win. Sure, Kiri wasn’t the fastest 

runner in the school, but she could run for the longest, which was 
the most important thing in long distance running.

2. “Are we there yet?” Ali asked her parents yet again. “No we’re at 
least an hour away from Brisbane,” her father replied.

3. “Help! Help!” yelled Casey’s mum as she tried to carry in the 
huge shopping bags that were beginning to split.

4. “Watch out Petrina!” the sports teacher called out as the football 
flew towards her head.

5. The teenager was fascinated by the wicked wizard in the story, 
Black Night Adventures.

6. The movies’ director was very well known for his exciting 
suspense films. His plots always had complicated twists and 
turns that consumed the audiences’ attention, until the very last 
minute.

7. The sailing trip was scary. The waves were so large, they didn’t 
just lap the side of the boat, they actually sprayed all over the 
boat’s deck.

8. The grandmother gave her grandchild a diamond ring on her 
wedding day.

9. The students’ Arts Council performance was amazing! It was a 
circus act involving juggling, trapeze, magic and the tight rope.

10. “Is that your ruler Harry?” asked Neil. “No it’s not mine. It might 
be Sam’s ruler,” replied Harry.

EXERCISE SIX: STAR JUMPS
1. Kelsey and Emelyn were told, “No television until you’ve clean up 

your rooms!”
2. “Apples 99 cents! A kilo of bananas $1.99!” They could hear the 

fruit seller calling out his prices from the other side of the market.
3. The history teacher explained to the class, “The pyramids in 

Egypt were built as a place to bury the Egyptian kings.”
4. “Hey dad!” Could you turn the Christmas lights on please?” 

Oscar said so excitedly.
5. “Our galaxy is called the Milky Way,” Ms Simmons lectured the 

science students.
6. In his morning talk Jeremy said, “Atlantic Puffins are the clowns 

of the sea.” He knew this because his grandfather told him last 
week.

7. “Come here! Come here!” he called out to his dog as she ran off 
with the tennis ball.

8. Summer was Martin’s favourite season, because he loved to 
swim, surf and play cricket.

9. Joke: Why do bananas have to put on sunscreen before they go 
to the beach? Answer: Because they might peel.

10. The children on the excursion were told that dolphins can hold their 
breath under water for seven minutes before coming up for air.

Answers
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